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An ab initio investigation of alkali-metal non-covalent bonds B!LiR and 
B!NaR (R = F, H or CH3) formed with simple Lewis bases B: The relative 
inductive effects of F, H and CH3 
 
Ibon Alkorta a, J. Grant Hill b and Anthony C. Legon *c,  
 
Abstract. 
The alkali-metal bonds formed by simple molecules LiR and NaR (R = F, H or CH3) with each of the 
six Lewis bases B = OC, HCN, H2O, H3N, H2S and H3P were investigated by ab initio calculations at 
the CCSD(T)/AVTZ and CCSD(T)/awCVTZ levels of theory with the aim of characterising this type 
of non-covalent interaction.  In some complexes, two minima were discovered, especially for those 
involving the NaR. The higher-energy minimum (referred to as Type I) for a given B was found to have 
geometry that is isomorphous with that of the corresponding hydrogen-bonded analogue B!HF. The 
lower-energy minimum (when two were present) showed evidence of a significant secondary 
interaction of R with the main electrophilic region of B (Type II complexes). Energies 𝐷!
CBS for 
dissociation of the complexes into separate components were found to be directly proportional to the 
intermolecular stretching force constant kσ  The value of 𝐷!
CBS  could be partitioned into a nucleophilicity 
of B and an electrophilicity of LiR or NaR, with the order  ELiH	≳  ELiF  = ELiCH3 for the LiR and ENaF > 
ENaH ≈ ENaCH3 for the NaR. For a given B, the order of the electrophilicities is ELiR > ENaR , which 
presumably reflects the fact that Li+ is smaller than Na+ and can approach the Lewis base more closely. 
A SAPT analysis revealed that the complexes B!LiR and B!NaR have larger electrostatic 
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The hydrogen bond has occupied a central role in chemistry and biology since it was first 
proposed in 1920 [1]. In recent years there has been an increased interest in other non-covalent 
interactions, with an accompanying proliferation of names such as the halogen bond, the tetrel 
bond, the pnictogen bond, and the chalcogen bond. Indeed, IUPAC has begun the task of 
providing definitions of these, with recommendations now published for hydrogen [2], halogen 
[3] and chalcogen [4] bonds. The essence of these definitions is that an electrophilic region 
associated with a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom or a chalcogen atom in a Lewis acid interacts 
with a nucleophilic region of a Lewis base. It is possible to generalise these definitions as 
follows [5]:  We write a molecule containing an atom of an element E{g} belonging to Group 
g of the Periodic Table as E{g}–R, where R is the remainder of the molecule. If an electrophilic 
region is associated with an atom E{g}, then the non-covalent interaction of E{g}–R with a 
Lewis base B is written as B!E{g}–R, where the three centred-dots ⋯ represent the 
interaction. Thus, a halogen bond is represented by B!E{17}–R, a tetrel bond by B!E{14}–
R, and so on.  The notation B!E{1}–R signifies not only alkali metal bonds, for example a 
sodium bond R–Na!B, but also formally includes the hydrogen bond R–H!B.  
 
The nature of the hydrogen bond has been the subject of some controversy. Some rules 
proposed many years ago [6,7] for predicting the angular disposition of the subunits H–R and 
B in the equilibrium geometry of B!H–R were essentially electrostatic in origin. When the 
H–R molecule has the polarity Hδ+–Rδ-, it is assumed to lie along the local symmetry axis of a 
non-bonding (n) or a π bonding electron pair of B (the most nucleophilic region) , with the Hδ+ 
atom  acting as the most electrophilic region of H–R.  A quantitative electrostatic version 
proposed by Buckingham and Fowler [8] was successful, but met with some opposition [9]. 
The ubiquity and uniqueness and hydrogen bonds are generally accepted to result from the fact 
that there are many molecules H–R of polarity Hδ+–Rδ-, in which the Hδ+ atom is partially 
depleted of its single 1s electron. Therefore Hδ+–Rδ can approach the most nucleophilic region 
of B (along the axis of the n- or π-electron pair) more closely than can, for example, Clδ+– Rδ-, 
before exchange repulsion becomes dominant.  
The fact that the Li atom has the electronic configuration 1s2 2s1, has a single 2s electron 
and differs from H only by virtue of the 1s2 filled inner core of electrons invites a comparison 




literature of the lithium bond. It was fist investigated theoretically by Kollman, Liebman and 
Allen [10] in 1970 via ab initio calculations and was identified experimentally by Ault and 
Pimentel in 1975 [11] by means of matrix isolation spectroscopy. The early history of this 
non-covalent interaction has been reviewed by Scheiner in Chapter 6 of the book entitled 
‘Lithium Chemistry: A theoretical and experimental overview’[12]. Since then there has been 
significant (predominantly theoretical) interest in the lithium bond, as exemplified by refs. 
[13-24]. 
It is known [25] that sodium chloride and other simple compounds of sodium in the 
vapour phase at low pressure exist as ion-pair species, i.e. the contribution of Na+Cl- to the 
valence-bond description of the molecule is very close to 100%. The same is true when the 
alkali metal atom is potassium or rubidium. The percentage ionic character of the lithium 
halides in the vapour is lower, but still high at about 95% [25]. It is of interest to investigate 
pairwise interactions of LiR and NaR with Lewis bases B to give isolated complexes B!LiR 
and B!NaR, where R is an atom or simple group of atoms. A convenient way to do this is 
through good quality ab initio calculations.  
 
We report here the results of ab initio calculations using the coupled cluster with single, 
double and perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] method [26] and diffuse augmented 
triple-zeta correlation consistent basis sets, with extrapolation to the complete basis set (CBS), 
the aim of which is to determine the geometries and dissociation energies for two series of 
complexes B!LiR and B!NaR, where R is F, H or CH3 and  the Lewis bases B are CO, PH3, 
H2S, HCN, H2O and NH3.  The Lewis bases were chosen for their simplicity and because they 
all carry non-bonding electron pairs as their most nucleophilic region. The Lewis acids LiR 
and NaR were also chosen for their simplicity. By varying R from H to F to CH3 we seek to 
discover how the properties of  B!LiR and B!NaR change when R has different inductive 
effects. Ingold [27] defined the inductive effect (symbol ± I) as an electron-pair displacement 
(arising from unequal sharing of electron pairs between unlike atoms) that can be propagated 
along a chain of bound atoms by a mechanism of electrostatic induction, with the proviso that 
all displaced electron pairs remain bound in their original octets/duplets. When R = F, a –I 
inductive effect (electron withdrawing from Na relative to R = H) is expected, but when R = 
CH3 a +I effect might occur (electron movement towards Na relative to R = H). Previously 




= B + HX  and B!XY = B + XY (X and Y are halogen atoms)  may be partitioned to provide 
a nucleophilicity NB of B and an electrophilicity EA of HX or XY. In the present article, this 
approach is tested for the indicated set of lithium (B!LiR) and sodium (B!NaR) non-
covalent bonds.  Another question to be answered is: How does the introduction of (1) a filled 
1s2 shell of electrons into the electrophilic atom when changing from hydrogen-bonded 
complexes B!HX to lithium-bonded complexes B!LiR and (2) the addition of a  filled 2s2 
electron shell when further changing  to sodium-bonded complexes B!NaR affect their 
properties? In addition, symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) analyses have been 
carried out to assess the contribution of electrostatic, induction, exchange repulsion and charge 
transfer to the lithium and sodium non-covalent bonds and the results compared with those of 
related hydrogen-bond and halogen- bond systems.  
 
 
2.  Theoretical Methods 
 
2.1 Geometry optimisations and calculation of intermolecular stretching force constants kσ 
 
The geometries of the complexes have been optimised at the CCSD(T) level with, 
unless otherwise noted, the aug-cc-pVTZ (abbreviated as AVTZ) basis set [30-33]. To obtain 
more accurate energies, extrapolation to the CBS limit has been carried out. For the Hartree-
Fock (HF) reference energies the HF/aug-cc-pVnZ//CCSD(T)/AVTZ (n = D, T, Q) energies 
were extrapolated using an exponential extrapolation [34], while the CBS limit correlation 
energy was estimated as CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVn`Z//CCSD(T)/AVTZ (n` = T, Q), again using 
an exponential extrapolation. Finally, the dissociation energy was obtained as the difference 
between the total CBS energies of the monomers and the complex. All the HF and CCSD(T) 
calculations have been performed with the MOLPRO 2012 program [35]. 
 
Correlation of the outer-core electrons can have a large effect on the calculated 
properties of alkali metal containing systems, [33,36-38] particularly when the energy gap 
between the core and valence electrons becomes small. To probe the importance of correlating 
the 2s2p outer-core in sodium non-covalent bonds, the calculations were repeated using the 
weighted core-valence correlating basis aug-cc-pwCVTZ for sodium [33], with the aug-cc-
pVTZ basis and default frozen-core approximation applied for all other elements. This 
combination shall be referred to as awCVTZ herein, and was also used in estimating the CBS 




orbitals, and initial test calculations indicated that including this 1s orbital in the correlation 
treatment had a negligible effect on equilibrium geometries and interaction energies, in 
agreement with previous reports [39]. 
 
The ab initio calculations of 𝑘! 	were conducted at the CCSD(T)/AVTZ and 
CCSD(T)/awCVTZ levels of theory. The energy at the equilibrium geometry was first obtained 
and the energy E(r) was then calculated for several fixed values of the intermolecular distance 
r in 2.5 pm increments about the equilibrium value re, with optimisation in all internal 
coordinates but r.  The curve of 𝐸(𝑟 − 𝑟e) as a function of (𝑟 − 𝑟#) was fitted as a third-order 








2.2 Effect of sodium outer-core correlation  
 
Correlating the 2s2p on Na produces a relatively significant contraction of the B⋯Na–
R intermolecular distance, typically around 0.04 – 0.05 Å. With H2O as the Lewis base this 
contraction becomes even larger, reaching a maximum of 0.199 Å for H2O⋯NaCH3, which 
demonstrates the importance of accounting for this outer-core correlation in geometry 
optimisations. There is also a shortening of the Na–R bond within the sodium bond donor, 
which is contracted by around 0.03 to 0.07 Å. Logically, the decrease in the intermolecular 
distance is accompanied by an increase in the dissociation energy, with the largest effects 
observed with H2O as the Lewis base. This effect reaches a maximum for H2O⋯NaF, where 
the interaction is strengthened by 7.06 kJ mol–1. 
 
2.3   Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) calculations. 
 
The Psi4 V.1.2 program [40] was used to carry out SAPT [41,42] calculations at the 
SAPT2+(3)δMP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level on the CCSD(T) geometries. For brevity, this will be 
referred to as simply SAPT herein. The SAPT calculations involving sodium included the 2s2p 
outer-core in the correlation treatment and used the aug-cc-pwCVTZ basis, all other elements 
retained the standard frozen-core approximation. The chosen SAPT model chemistry includes 




important for complexes that are electrostatically dominated [43], and this level of SAPT has 
been recommended as a “gold standard” for the calculation of noncovalent interaction 
energies[43]. Density fitting and MP2 natural orbital approximations were used in all SAPT 
calculations, and the individual SAPT terms were grouped into electrostatic, exchange, 
induction and dispersion components of the total interaction energy, using the so-called 
“chemist’s grouping”.[44] 
 
3   Results 
 
3.1   Geometry of complexes 
The optimised geometries of the B!LiF complexes, where B = CO, HCN, H2O, PH3 
and NH3 are shown drawn to scale in Figure 1(a). Only one energy minimum was found in 
each case, except H2S!LiF for which no minimum was located.  Quantitative details 
Figure 1. Optimised geometries of (a) the B!LiF complexes, where B = CO, HCN, H2O, PH3 and 





(Cartesian coordinates and some internal coordinates of these geometries are available in 
Supplementary Material, Tables S1-S3.  Also shown in Figure 1(b) for comparison are the 
corresponding geometries for the complexes B!HF optimised at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 
level (as available from ref. [29]). We note from Figure 1 that for, a given B, the complex 
B!LiF is isomorphous with the corresponding B!HF complex. This appears at first glance 
not to be the case for H2O!LiF and H2O!HF but it is known that the potential energy barrier 
to inversion of the configuration at O in the latter molecule is only 1.5(8) kJ mol-1 [45], which 
is small in terms of the accuracy of ab initio energy calculations when comparing different 
systems. Certainly, both complexes are planar in the zero-point state and then have C2v 
symmetry.  
Calculations for B!LiH and B!LiCH3 reveal only one energy minimum in each case, 
which are associated with geometries that are isomorphous with those of B!LiF. The only 
exception is H2O!LiH, for which two minima were located and only that of higher energy has 
Figure 2. Type I complexes of B!NaF. The geometry of OC!NaF is that at the single minimum detected. For 
the remaining complexes two minima were detected and the geometries displayed pertain to the higher energy 




a geometry isomorphous with H2O!LiF.  Quantitative details (cartesian coordinates and some 
internal coordinates) of these geometries are also available in Supplementary Material, Tables 
S1-S3. See below for discussion of the geometry at the lower energy minimum of H2O!LiF. 
 
Calculations for B!NaF complexes using the weighted core-valence correlating basis aug-cc-
pwCVTZ for sodium and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis for other atoms revealed two minima for 
H2O!NaF, H3N!NaF, HCN!NaF and H3P!NaF while only a single minimum could be 
located for H2S!NaF and OC!NaF.  The geometries at higher-energy minima of B!NaF (B 
= H2O, H3N, HCN and H3P) and the single-minimum geometries for B = H2S and CO are 
displayed in Figure 2, from which it is clear that these geometries are isomorphous with those  
of the B!HF shown in Figure 1 and therefore that these geometries (as well as those of all 
B!LiF and B!LiCH3 and all but one of B!NaH) are predicted by the rules [6,7] mentioned 
earlier. We shall refer to those geometries that are isomorphous with those of B!HF shown in 
Figures 1 and 2 as Type I geometries, whether they occur at a single minimum or at the higher 
Figure 3. Type II complexes of NaF and NaH with various Lewis bases B.  The primary interaction is between 
Na and the non-bonding electron pair on the acceptor atom of B in each case. Secondary interactions occur 




energy minimum when two minima are detected.  On the other hand, the lower energy 
geometries of B!NaF  when B = H2O, H3N, HCN and H3P, and H2O!NaH, are clearly not 
isomorphous with those of B!HF, as may be seen from the scale diagrams of these molecules 
collected in Figure 3 
If the interaction of Na (the main electrophilic region of NaF) with a non-bonding electron 
pair of B in called the primary interaction, then the geometries at these lower-energy minima 
show strong evidence of a secondary interaction.  The second non-covalent bond occurs 
between the most nucleophilic region of NaF or NaH (i.e. the region near the F or H atoms, 
respectively)  and the most electrophilic region of B (usually a hydrogen atom) and is indicated 
by the usual dotted (red) line in Figure 3. Such lower energy complexes that are not 
isomorphous with the corresponding B!HF are referred to as Type II complexes in what 
follows. If the higher energy Type I B!NaF (or B!NaH) complex is envisaged to form first, 
then we can imagine that the nucleophilic region at F (or H) seeks the electrophilic H atoms of 
B and the primary intermolecular bond bends until the lower energy minimum is achieved. 
This is an entirely formal view and is not a postulated mechanism. In addition to minima of the 
Type I and II, the linear complexes NaF!HCN, LiF!HCN, NaH!HCN and LiH!HCN 
stabilized by hydrogen bonds (F!H in the first two and H!H the last two) have been found. 
The De values for these complexes are 66.31, 51.74, 38.28 and 35.61 kJ mol-1, respectively. 
Note that H!H hydrogen-hydrogen bonds have been identified in earlier work [46]. 
 
3.2   Relationship between De and kσ 
Dissociation energies De for the process B!MR = B + MR (M = Li or Na; R = F, H or CH3) 
were calculated for complexes in which B = CO, HCN, H2O, NH3, H2S and PH3 at the 
CCSD(T)/CBS level, as described in Section 2.1. Energy minima were not located for 
H2S!LiF and H2S!NaF. The intermolecular stretching force constant kσ is another measure 
given for B!LiR in Table 1 while those for B!NaR are given in Table 2, which includes 
values when using both the standard basis and frozen core [CCSD(T)/AVTZ] and 
CCSD(T)/awCVTZ. of binding strength; it is the restoring force accompanying infinitesimal 
displacement along the coordinate that leads eventually to the products B and MR. Calculation 
of kσ values for the Type I complexes were carried out as described in Section 2.2. The results 








It has been shown elsewhere [28,29] that for many hydrogen-bonded complexes B!HX 
(X is a halogen atom) and halogen-bonded complexes B!XY (Y is a halogen atom) De is 
directly proportional to kσ. Does such a relationship hold for the alkali-metal bonded complexes 
B!LiR and B!NaR (R = F, H and CH3)?  Figure 4 shows a plot of De(CBS) versus kσ for the 
complexes B!LiF, B!LiH, B!CH3, B!NaF, B!NaH and B!NaCH3, when B = CO, 
HCN, H2O, NH3, H2S and PH3. Only type I complexes are chosen for this graph since these 
involve only one non-covalent interaction and are isomorphous with hydrogen- and halogen- 
bonded complexes B!HX and B!XY. The concepts of an intermolecular stretching force 
constant and the dissociation coordinate are more complicated for the NaR Type II complexes. 
 
In Figure 4, the origin is taken as a point because when the value of De is zero there is no 
resistance to intermolecular stretching.  The linear regression fit to the points in Figure 4 is  
De = 1.47(5) × 103 m2  mol-1 kσ + 2.5(15) kJ mol-1  
Figure 4. A graph of De versus kσ for the series of Type I complexes B!NaF, B!NaH, B!NaCH3, B!LiF, 




when De   and kσ have units of kJ mol-1 and N m-1, respectively, with R2 = 0.9485. Figure 5 
shows the corresponding plot for the hydrogen- and halogen-bonded complexes B!HF, 
B!HCl, B!F2, B!Cl2 and B!ClF with the same set of B. The values of De(CBS) and kσ for 
these complexes are taken from ref.[28]. The linear regression fit appropriate to Figure 5 is  
De = 1.39(6) kσ × 103 m2  mol-1 + 0.07(79) kJ mol-1   with R2 = 0.9660.  
It appears therefore that there is a direct proportionality between De and kσ for the B!NaR and  
B!LiR complexes included in Figure 4. This has implications for the radial potential energy  
functions for these complexes (see ref. [28] for a discussion). Moreover, the fact that the 
gradients of the linear regression fits shown in Figures 4 and 5 are identical within experimental 
error suggests that the same type of function could be used to describe the variation in potential 
energy with the intermolecular dissociation coordinate for both sets of complexes. 
 
3.3   Electrophilicities of LiR and NaR ( R =F, H or CH3)  and nucleophilicities of B  
 
Dissociation energies De calculated at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory are available for 
34 of the possible 36 complexes that can be obtained by combination of 6 Lewis bases (OC, 
HCN, H2O, H3N, H2S and PH3 ) and 6 Lewis acids (LiF, LiH, LiCH3, NaF, NaH and NaCH3). 
We have shown elsewhere [28,29] that De can be partitioned between the Lewis base B and the 
Figure 5. A plot of De versus kσ for the series of complexes B!HF, B!HCl, B!F2, B!Cl2 and B!LiH 




Lewis acid A in complexes B!A to give quantities that are measures of the nucleophilicity NB 
of B and the electrophilicity EA of A.  
The simultaneous fitting of the NB and EA values (pure numbers) to the dissociation 
energies of the 34 complexes was carried out by means of Equation (1). 
𝐷$ = 𝑐 · -.𝑥%	'
%()
· 	𝑁B!1 · 2.𝑥+	
'
+()
· 	𝐸A"3 (1) 
where the constant c has a value of 1.00 kJ mol−1 to ensure identical units on both sides of the 
equation. The xi and xj are parameters which have the value of 1.0 if the corresponding molecule 
is present in the complex and 0.0 otherwise. The resulting values of NB and EA so determined 
are set out in Table 3, while the observed and calculated values of De, and the residuals of the 
fit are included as Table S4 of the Supplementary Material.  Clearly, the NB and EA are well 
determined, as indicated by the graph of De(ab initio) versus De(fitted)  shown in Figure S1 of 
the Supplementary Material which is included with Table S4 and the value of R2 = 0.996 for 
the linear regression fit shown in Figure S1. The relationship between De, NB and EA is easily 
visualized by means of Figure 6, in which De is plotted against the fitted NB values of the six 
Lewis bases CO, HCN, H2O, NH3, H2S and PH3. For each series B!LiR and B!NaR  (Type 
I complexes only), the points lie on a good straight line through the origin. 
Figure 6. Plots of De versus NB for Type I complexes in the series  B!LiR and B!NaR, when R = F, H and CH3 





The gradient of each line is the EA value of the Lewis acid. It is clear from Figure 6 that LiF, 
LiH and LiCH3 have almost the same electrophilicity. The order is ELiH	≳  ELiF  = ELiCH3; indeed 
the points for LiF are obscured by those of LiCH3 in Figure 6. On the other hand, the order of 
electrophilicities among the NaR molecules is ENaF > ENaH ≈ ENaCH3. In terms of the inductive 
effect of the groups F and CH3 relative to H, the –I effect of F is larger than the +I effect of 
CH3 in NaR, but these effects appear to be negligible in the LiR, possibly because Li is less 
polarizable than Na and therefore induction effects are smaller in the B!LiR. The NB values 
fitted for these complexes differ significantly from those found for hydrogen- and halogen-




interactions in alkali-metal complexes compared with their hydrogen-and halogen-bonded 
bond analogues, which is the topic of the next sub-section. 
3.4   Analysis of SAPT calculations for B!LiR and B!NaR 
A SAPT analysis was carried out to investigate the non-covalent interactions in the B!LiR 
and B!NaR complexes (R = F, H and CH3) for each of the six Lewis bases B =OC, HCN, 
H2O, H3N, H2S and PH3. The calculations were executed at the SAPT2+(3)δMP2 level, using 
the awCVTZ basis defined above. In order to compare these alkali-metal bonds with hydrogen 
and halogen bonds, SAPT calculations at the same level of theory were conducted on B!HCl 
and B!ClF complexes involving the same set of B. Figure 7 summarises a comparison of the 
SAPT-derived composition of the interactions in the complexes in which the non-covalent 
Figure 7. A comparison of the SAPT-derived composition of the interactions in the lithium-bonded complexes 
B!LiR and B!NaR ( R= F, H and CH3) for the indicated 6 Lewis bases B with that of the corresponding 
hydrogen-bonded and halogen-boned complexes B!HCl and B!ClF. Each term is shown as a percentage of the 




interaction is via (a) a lithium-bond, (b)  a sodium bond, (c)  a hydrogen bond and (d) a halogen 
bond. Each term is shown as a percentage of the total attractive terms (electrostatic, induction 
and dispersion) in an attempt to normalise the values. The (repulsive) exchange term is 
excluded, and any charge transfer would be incorporated into the induction term. 
Clearly, both the lithium and sodium bonds are more electrostatic in nature than the 
corresponding hydrogen and halogen bonds. Lithium bonds have an almost negligible 
dispersion contribution (presumably because of the low polarisability of lithium), while for 
sodium bonds both the induction and dispersion terms are small percentages compared to 
hydrogen / halogen bonds. Note that the Lewis bases HCN, NH3 and H2O all have significant 
increases in importance of the electrostatic term for the lithium and sodium bonds (this is also 
evident, but to a much smaller extent for the hydrogen and halogen bonds).  
Figure 8 shows the SAPT electrostatic term (Eelec), in “raw” energetic form, for the complexes 
B⋯M–R plotted against the numerical nucleophilicities (NB) for the Lewis bases derived from 
the simple model. For a given Lewis base, there is clear clustering of Eelec for both the lithium 
and sodium containing complexes, with the lithium containing species producing a larger 
electrostatic contribution. This reflects the larger electrophilicity values assigned to the lithium 
species, and the electrostatic ordering also generally matches the ordering of EA. For example, 
LiH has the largest EA and its complexes have the largest electrostatic contribution for a given 
Lewis base. It can also be seen that as the value of NB increases, the electrostatic contribution 
to the total interaction energy also increases, although the relationship appears closer to 
quadratic, rather than linear, in nature. These results reinforce the finding that the non-covalent 
interactions in the lithium and sodium complexes are primarily electrostatic in nature, and that 
the EA and NB model parameters are encapsulating vital information about the underlying 





Figure 8. Relationship between the SAPT electrostatic term (Eelec) for the series of Type I complexes B!LiR and 
B!NaR ( R= F, H and CH3) and the numerical nucleophilicities (NB) assigned to the 6 indicated Lewis bases B. 
 
3.5 Analysis of differences between Type I and Type II complexes. 
It is clear from Section 3.1 that when lower-energy, Type II B···NaR complexes exist, 
there is strong evidence of a secondary interaction between H atoms of the Lewis base and 
either F or H of NaR, as confirmed by an AIM analysis (see Figure S2 of the Supplementary 
Material). Dissociation energies for the Type II complexes were calculated at the 
CCSD(T)/CBS level, with the Na 2s2p correlated, and are given in Table 4. A comparison of 
the Type II dissociation energies with the Type I equivalents in Table 2 shows no consistent 
trend in complex stability; for H3P!NaF the Type II De is only 1.4 kJ mol–1 larger than that 
for the Type I local minima, but this difference reaches a maximum of over 41 kJ mol–1 for 
H2O!NaF. A SAPT analysis comparing the interactions was also carried out, using the same 
methodology as detailed above, with absolute values of the SAPT terms presented in the 
Supporting Information (see Tables S6-S8).  Figure 9 summarises the comparison of the 
interaction in which the complex is (a) Type I, or (b) Type II. As in Figure 7, each term is 





Figure 9. A comparison of the SAPT derived composition of the interactions in the complexes B!NaR (R = F or 
H) where both Type I and Type II complexes have been located. Each term is shown as a percentage of the sum 
of the attractive terms (electrostatic, induction and dispersion). Exchange repulsion is not included. 
It is immediately obvious from Figure 9 that the underlying nature of the interaction in Type II 
complexes is significantly different to that of the analogous Type I complex. Although the 
electrostatic term remains the greatest attractive contribution to the interaction in all cases, it is 
substantially reduced in Type II complexes, while both induction and dispersion contributions 
increase. The SAPT charge transfer method (SAPT-CT) computes the charge transfer energy 
as the difference between the induction energies evaluated with dimer-centred and monomer-
centred basis [47], and thus provides some additional insights into the nature of interactions 
between molecules. Table S5 in the Supporting Information compares the SAPT charge 
transfer terms for the Type I and Type II complexes, where it can be seen for Type I complexes 
that the charge transfer contribution is essentially negligible at less than 1 kJ mol–1. However, 
the significance of charge transfer in Type II complexes is much less clear cut. For H3P!NaF 
the charge transfer term is small at roughly –1 kJ mol–1, although it should be noted that this is 
approximately equal to the additional stability of the Type II complex, and reaches a maximum 
of –18.24 kJ mol–1 for H2O!NaF. This indicates that charge transfer plays an important role 
in the Type II complexes and their increased induction contribution, but it is not clear to what 








4.   Conclusions. 
The aim of the work reported here was to investigate by ab initio calculations of benchmark 
quality the non-covalent interactions of simple molecules containing one of the alkali metal 
atoms Li or Na with a set of simple Lewis bases. To this end, the geometries, equilibrium 
dissociation energies  𝐷$CBS  and intermolecular stretching force constants kσ were evaluated for 
two series of complexes B!LiR and B!NaR, where R is F, H or CH3 and  the Lewis bases B 
are CO, PH3, H2S, HCN, H2O or NH3.  The choice of the three simple groups R was made in 
order to ascertain the effects of the different inductive effects of F, H and CH3 on the properties 
determined, given the generally accepted –I effect of F and the +I effect of CH3 relative to H. 
It was discovered from the geometry optimisations that for the complexes B!LiR there 
was only one energy minimum (with the two exceptions of H2O!LiH and H2S!LiF which 
exhibited two and no minima, respectively). The geometries at these minima were shown to be 
isomorphous with those of the corresponding hydrogen-bonded complexes B!HF and hence 
to obey the simple rules [6] for the prediction of hydrogen-bond angular geometries. In most 
of the complexes B!NaH and B!NaF two minima were found. The geometry at the  lower 
energy minimum in such cases showed evidence of not only a primary interaction of the 
electrophilic Na  atom with the nucleophilic non-bonding electron pair of the Lewis base B (i.e. 
an alkali metal bond), but also a significant secondary interaction involving the nucleophilic 
part of NaR with the more electrophilic region of B. Complexes of NaR and LiR that are 
isomorphous with the B!HF series are labelled Type I complexes while those of lower energy 
and displaying significant secondary interactions are named Type II. 
For Type I complexes B!LiR and B!NaR, a direct proportionality was established 
between the two measures of binding strength 𝐷!CBS  and kα.. Moreover, the gradient of the linear 
regression fit through the origin for these alkali-metal complexes is identical (within the fitting 
error) with that for B!HX (X =F, Cl, Br). As for the hydrogen-bonded series, it has been 
possible to express the 𝐷!CBS   for the complexes B!LiR and B!NaR as the simple product of 
an electrophilicity EA assigned to LiR or NaR and the nucleophilicity NB of the Lewis base B. 
Moreover, plots of 𝐷!CBS  versus NB show that the electrophilicities of the LiR are nearly 
independent of the group R and lie in the order ELiH	≳  ELiF  = ELiCH3.  The order ENaF > ENaH ≈ 




magnitude than the +I effect of CH3, both relative to H.  The larger EA values for the three LiR 
molecules than their NaR analogues and their near equality seems likely to result from the fact 
that  Li+ has only a 1s2  core  which is smaller than that (1s2,2s2, 2p6) of Na+ and can therefore 
approach the Lewis base more closely.  
A SAPT analysis carried out to investigate the nature of  non-covalent interactions in the 
B!LiH and B!NaH complexes (R = F, H and CH3) for each of the six Lewis bases B = OC, 
HCN, H2O, H3N, H2S and PH3 concludes that the non-covalent interaction involved is 
primarily electrostatic in nature. Comparison with the results of a similar analysis for the 
analogous hydrogen-bonded B!HCl and the halogen-bonded B!ClF species demonstrate that 
the LiH and NaH complexes have a larger electrostatic contribution to 𝐷!CBS  than do their 
hydrogen- and halogen-bonded counterparts. The SAPT results reflect the conclusion from the 
NB and EA analysis that the ability to form predominantly electrostatic, non-covalent, alkali-
metal bonds bonds lies in the order LiR > NaR,  The smaller polarizability of Li+ than of Na+ 
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aThese complexes have geometries that are isomorphous with those of the corresponding 
B⋯HF complexes (Type I) and are sometimes secondary minima found during the 















   
OC⋯LiF 27.11 23.07 
H3P⋯LiF 37.49 23.36 
H2S⋯LiF … … 
HCN⋯LiF 62.22 45.21 
H2O⋯LiF 68.87 52.63 
H3N⋯LiF 81.76 51.28 
   
OC⋯LiH 28.15 22.60 
H3P⋯LiH 38.56 23.26 
H2S⋯LiH 40.39 24.59 
HCN⋯LiH 64.77 44.88 
H2O⋯LiH 71.95 54.23 
H3N⋯LiH 85.43 52.40 
   
OC⋯LiCH3 26.82 22.56 
H3P⋯LiCH3 36.84 22.78 
H2S⋯LiCH3 38.74 24.17 
HCN⋯LiCH3 62.54 43.83 
H2O⋯LiCH3 69.16 52.69 




Table 2.  Values of De(CBS)  and ks calculated for Type I complexes B⋯NaR with different basis sets 
for Naa 
 






     
OC⋯NaF 16.90 12.98 19.44 14.02 
H3P⋯NaF 26.87 13.96 29.25 15.71 
H2S⋯NaF … … … … 
HCN⋯NaF 48.05 26.94 50.74 29.62 
H2O⋯NaF 46.42 38.02 53.48 34.30 
H3N⋯NaF 58.82 30.53 62.63 32.80 
     
OC⋯NaH 13.90 10.38 14.75 10.64 
H3P⋯NaH 22.90 11.91 23.60 12.89 
H2S⋯NaH 24.00 12.71 25.06 13.65 
HCN⋯NaH 42.62 24.16 43.38 25.54 
H2O⋯NaH 42.11 34.82 46.97 31.02 
H3N⋯NaH 53.99 28.58 55.50 29.77 
     
OC⋯NaCH3 12.74 9.66 13.31 9.88 
H3P⋯NaCH3 21.50 11.27 21.81 12.20 
H2S⋯NaCH3 22.63 12.02 23.32 13.02 
HCN⋯NaCH3 40.71 23.19 40.90 24.45 
H2O⋯NaCH3 39.59 33.66 44.57 29.79 
H3N⋯NaCH3 51.83 27.64 52.76 28.79 
aThese complexes have geometries that are isomorphous with those of the corresponding 
B⋯HF complexes and are sometimes secondary minima found during the optimization 
process (see text). 
 
Table 3.  Values of nucleophilicities NB of six Lewis bases B and electrophilicities  EA of six 
Lewis acids MR (M= Li or Na, R = F, H, or CH3) obtained by fitting De values using Eq.(1) 
 
 Lewis base B NB Lewis acid A EA 
OC 3.23 LiF 7.94 
H3P 4.62 LiH 8.29 
H2S 4.81 LiCH3 7.98 
HCN 7.93 NaF 6.19 
H2O 8.70 NaH 5.34 






Table 4.  Values of De(CBS)
a  calculated for Type II complexes B⋯NaR 








a Calculated using the CCSD(T)/CBS (awCVnZ) basis sets. 
